REWRAPPING ROEBLING'S DELAWARE AQUEDUCT

Last Oct. 8, a small group of construction workers gathered on the downstream side of the Pennsylvania abutment of John A. Roebling's Delaware Aqueduct. They uncorked a bottle of champagne and cheered as they witnessed completion of the total rewrapping of the 137-year-old cables on the oldest surviving Roebling suspension structure.

His first suspension bridge, an aqueduct carrying the Pennsylvania Main Line Canal across the Allegheny River and into the heart of Pittsburgh, had been completed a few years earlier, in 1845. Despite fears about its strength, the seven-span structure was successful and led to a commission to build four others for the Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.

The D&H opened in 1828 and soon was busy floating boatloads of anthracite and other cargo from the Moosic Mts. to the Hudson River. With the “improvement” of the canal in the late 1840s, the Delaware Aqueduct was one of four suspension structures erected by Roebling to increase the system’s capacity and relieve bottlenecks. It was built to carry the canal over the Delaware River, doing away with haulage of the boats across the river by rope ferry. Roebling’s design called for three piers instead of the five that would have been required for a conventional masonry and timber aqueduct, thereby allowing more clearance for ice floes and timber rafts.

The Delaware Aqueduct was completed in 1849 and operated for the next half century. Eventually the N.Y. & Erie Railroad cut into the canal profits and in 1898 the aqueduct was abandoned and sold to a timber dealer, who converted it to a roadway for his lumber wagons while collecting tolls from other users. For the next 82 years, through several owners, it remained a privately owned toll bridge, until the National Park Service acquired it in 1980.

In 1968, as part of the D&H Canal, the aqueduct was designated a National Historic Landmark and a year later it was recorded by HAER. In 1972 it was designated a National Historic Civil Engineering Landmark by the ASCE.

Despite the growing recognition, the bridge had reached a serious state of disrepair. Vandalism was increasing. These financial and structural problems coincided with the river valley’s designation as part of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers system. The NPS bought the structure from the last private owner, Albert Kraft, in 1980.

Although Kraft had closed it in 1979, the NPS made a commitment to reopen it for vehicular use. The agency spent $26,000 to replace the railings and 50% of the deck timbers and to repair the

Continued on next page
lighting system. When reopened in Oct. 1980, only pedestrian traffic was allowed because of serious structural support problems.

After a safety inspection by the Federal Highway Admin., consultation with engineers specializing in wire cable and historic bridges, and a rehabilitation study done by A.G. Lichtenstein [SIA] & Assoc. the historic cables were found to be sufficiently strong to proceed with the original rehab commitment. NPS funds were allocated for two engineering studies, one focusing on the cables and masonry, and the other on the superstructure and approaches.

Lichtenstein received the first award and prepared the technical specs for restoration of cables and masonry, and reconstruction of the timber icebreakers. Construction work was begun by Coastal Structures, Inc., of Manasquan, N.J., with a crew of 35 carpenters, masons, and laborers. They cut away the old cable wrapping wire and then sandblasted the accumulated layers of rust, dried lead paste, paint, and linseed oil off the cable wires. It took two four-man crews nearly all summer to rewrap the two cables with new galvanized steel wire. The rewrap process was slow—ten feet a day—because it was done entirely by hand using a system copied from Roebling's original designs. Meanwhile, nearly 12,000 linear feet of masonry joints on the three piers and two abutments were repaired.

Lichtenstein's divers located over 130 dimension stones that, over the years, had been dislodged from the piers by floods and ice. Where possible, the stones were salvaged from the river bottom, cleaned, and used to repair the upstream pier faces. Carpenters fabricated large icebreakers that were brought downriver and installed, filled with riprap, and armored with steel nosing plate. The entire system was tested—prematurely—when hurricane Gloria raised the river level nearly 12 ft. over normal summer low water. Much to everyone’s relief all was intact when the waters receded.

The work now completed, the cables are restored to their original semigloss “Spanish Brown,” selected by paint-chip analysis and historical research. The NPS has contracted with architects and engineers to develop the specs for the design of a new road deck and approaches, with construction planned for this summer and reopening scheduled for the fall.

S.H.
ALEXANDRIA CANAL TIDELOCK EXCAVATED

An early 19th-C tidelock of the Alexandria [Va.] Canal was excavated last fall by Thomas Hahn and Emory L. Kemp [both SIA]. The seven-mile canal, built 1832-43, connected the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal at Georgetown, D.C., with Alexandria. The canal's outstanding feature was the eight-pier, 1,100-ft. aqueduct crossing the Potomac R. at Georgetown. The AC ran at the aqueduct level to Alexandria where it was lowered 38 ft. to the Potomac by four 9½-ft. lift locks, each separated by a pond.

After operations ceased in 1886, the canal and locks gradually silted in and, by 1982, two of the locks were beneath buildings, a third was under a public park, while the tide lock was covered only by vacant ground. That year the city, with Nat'l Trust Maritime Preservation funds, retained Hahn to locate and excavate the lock and basin. Work revealed that the lock was in very good condition except for missing coping stones and some cut stones from the wing walls. It was reburied after a brief examination.

The tide lock and basin land were obtained by Savage-Fogarty, Inc., under the condition that the construction of the TransPotomac Canal Center include any feasible preservation of the lock itself. Thus the canal and basin will become the focal point of the four-building complex under way on the Potomac waterfront. Following Alexandria's recommendation, S-F retained Hahn and Kemp as IA consultants.

They excavated last Sept. and Oct., finding the lock as it was in 1982. In addition, most of the downstream gates and one of the upstream gates were discovered, as well as lock hardware. The original gates were reburied in the lock with bank-run gravel when the city declined to use them in the museum space to be donated by S-F, citing insufficient funds for gate restoration. Based on measurements taken, shortened gates with accompanying ironwork are being built while the lock is being refitted with a new concrete floor some four ft. below the coping. The basin above will be rebuilt to the same depth, with the entire project scheduled for completion late this year. Other artifacts recovered will be exhibited in the Waterfront Museum to be designed and run by the city.

T.H.

AND IN OTHER CANAL NEWS...

CANAL MUSEUM EXPANDS, RESTORES WEIGHLOCK. The Erie Canal Museum in Syracuse has opened a $400,000 addition, featuring a full-size 40-ft. reconstructed canal "line boat." The opening last Nov. was scheduled to coincide with the 160th anniversary of the Erie's original opening. Visitors may board the boat and view its recreated interior, including the cargo hold, and the forward cabin, which housed European immigrants. The new addition actually is the restored 1850 Weighlock Building, with the boat housed in the original weighlock portion. Says museum director Vicki Quigley, "The 'Erie Canal was where Erie Blvd. is now [in front of the building], and the boats would detour into the weighlock. Then, they would close lock doors on either end and drain the water out of the weighlock. The boat would come to rest on giant scales at the bottom and they could determine how much toll to charge." The Syracuse Weighlock is the only survivor of seven such structures on the Erie Canal.

D.J.M.

ON NOT FORGETTING CANALS. William E. Trout [SIA], president of the American Canal Society, reminds us that the ACS still has available their three-part American Canal Guide: Part 1, "The West Coast," including British Columbia, Washington, Oregon, and Calif.; Part 2, "The South: N.C. to Florida," including N.C., S.C., Georgia, and Fla.; and Part 3, "Lower Mississippi & Gulf States," including La. (especially New Orleans), Texas, Arkansas, Tennessee, and Alabama. Avail. from Bradley L. Haigh, 4926 Herkimer St., Annandale VA 22003. Trout: "These are inventories designed to be a basis for further historical work, park planning, and canal hunting. Anyone involved with these regions should also check with me for corrections and additions [35 Towana Rd., Richmond VA 23226]. For the rest of the hemisphere, from the Yukon Lock to fossil canals in Mexico and the Lost Canal of the Raspadura, we have information sheets available from our Canal Index Chairman, Terry K. Woods, 6939 Eastham Circle, Canton OH 44708. We can also help find local experts for those doing site surveys so there is no excuse for leaving some of the canal sites out of surveys and and environmental impact statements anymore!"
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SEE IA THE BRITISH WAY. IA theme weekends are offered as package tours by a British firm from April through Sept. Prices include excursions, meals from Fri. dinner through Sun. lunch, two nights in a three- or four-star hotel, and evening lectures. Offerings:


—"Canals of the Midlands," with Anthony Burton (author of The Canal Builders and Waterways of Britain, and known for British TV programs "Gt. Western Journey" and "The Past Afloat") will be based at Higher Disley near Stockport. Day trip by horse-drawn canal boat along the Caudon Canal, legging through Frogshall Tunnel. Visits to Ellesmere Port, the Nat’l Waterways Museum near Liverpool; Canal Museum at Llangollen; and Pontcysyllte Aqueduct. £110.75. May 9-11, July 11-13.

—"When Cotton Was King" with Anthony Burton (see above; noted for TV program "The Rise & Fall of King Cotton"). Visits to Quarry Bank Mill, Styal, and Greater Manchester Museum of Science & Industry; Queen St. Mill, Burnley, with steam-powered looms; Samuel Crompton’s home "Hall i’th’ Wood." £110.75. April 18-20, June 13-15.

Info.: Piers Plowman Tours, 23 Halfkey Rd., Malvery, Worcs WR14 1UL, Gt. Britain. Phone Leigh Sinton (0886) 32487, Mr. or Mrs. Haisman.

H.W.

WE ALWAYS KNEW IT DEPT. Ironbridge, arguably the premier IA site internationally, is being officially recognized at last as world class. The British government has announced that the whole of the Ironbridge Gorge in Shropshire is to be nominated as a World Heritage Site under the terms of the UNESCO World Heritage Convention. News of the nomination came in a written statement issued to Parliament last Nov. by Lord Elton, Minister of Education. The conf. site "is near the cities of Leicester, Nottingham, Derby, and Conventry, and easy range of the beautiful Peak District National Park, where lead-mining sites are preserved and open to visitors." A preliminary program is Sept. 8-12. Booking info.: J.R. Fletcher, 7 Shenton Close, Whetstone, Leicester LE8 3NZ, England.

IA IN [CAST-IRON] ART AT SLOSS. The 1984 Nat’l Conf. on Cast-Iron Art will be held at Sloss Furnaces (NHL) in Birmingham, Ala., site of the 1985 SIA Fall Tour. The conference will involve artists from N. America, Japan, and Europe who work with molten metals and will feature actual iron pours by visiting artists and an extensive exhibition of iron art in galleries around the city. All this reminds us, as one of the organizers says, that "modern foundry art came from the foundry industry." Info.: Paige McWilliams, Sloss, P.O. Box 11781, Birmingham Al. 35202 (205-324-1911).

IA IN THE ARCHIVES. The papers of the N.Y. Architectural Terra Cotta Co. (1911-20) have been donated to the Avery Library by the Center for Building Conservation. NYATCC supplied terra cotta for buildings throughout the U.S. and Canada, including 2,000 in N.Y.C. An NEA grant funded cataloging, rehousing, and subjects, with headings in German, French, and Italian. Coverage is international. Issues are indexed according to authors, people, places, and subjects, with headings in German, French, and Italian.}

"THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY IN GT. BRITAIN" is a six-week, two-course program in London by the Duke Univ. Summer Programs Abroad. It will deal with cultural and technical aspects of the planning, design, analysis, and execution of large engineering projects and structures. Seymour Mauskopf (history dept.) will teach "Structures, Science, & Society," and Henry Petroski (civil engng.) will teach "Structural Engng. in Perspective." Includes field trips to sites illustrating scientific and technological achievements and principles. Dates & info.: S. Mauskopf, Dept. of Hist., Duke U., Durham NC 27706.

THE BRITISH ASSN. FOR IA ANNUAL CONF. will be Sept. 12-14 in Loughborough, Leicestershire, reports Roger L. Robertson [SIA], who attended the 1984 AIA meeting in Aberystwyth, Wales. The conf. site "is near the cities of Edinburgh, Nottingham, Derby, and Conventry, and within easy range of the beautiful Peak District National Park, where lead-mining sites are preserved and open to visitors." A preliminary program is Sept. 8-12. Booking info.: J.R. Fletcher, 7 Shenton Close, Whetstone, Leicester LE8 3NZ, England.

"THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY IN GT. BRITAIN" is a six-week, two-course program in London by the Duke Univ. Summer Programs Abroad. It will deal with cultural and technical aspects of the planning, design, analysis, and execution of large engineering projects and structures. Seymour Mauskopf (history dept.) will teach "Structures, Science, & Society," and Henry Petroski (civil engng.) will teach "Structural Engng. in Perspective." Includes field trips to sites illustrating scientific and technological achievements and principles. Dates & info.: S. Mauskopf, Dept. of Hist., Duke U., Durham NC 27706.
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STANLEY AC CENTENNIAL

The centennial of William Stanley Jr.'s first successful demonstration of an AC power distribution system was celebrated in Great Barrington, Mass., site of the Mar. 20, 1886, experiment, and in Pittsfield, Mass., home of his later Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co., which became General Electric's power transformer works. Festivities included a week of activities, publications, and speeches, all sponsored by the Berkshire Co. Hist. Soc. and supported by the Berkshire Museum, the Gt. Barrington Hist. Soc., IEEE, and General Electric.

Stanley (1858-1916) was born in Brooklyn, N.Y., and grew up in Englewood, N.J. After a year at Yale and two years with a nickel-plate firm, he joined Hiram Maxim, chief engineer at the U.S. Electric Light Co. in N.Y.C., working on commercial DC lighting. Stanley went on to work briefly for Edward Weston at Weston Arc Light Co. in Newark and Swan Electric Light Co. in Boston before establishing a private laboratory.

When George Westinghouse decided to enter electrical manufacturing, he hired Stanley, who was convinced that AC would overcome the serious distribution problems that were inhibiting DC's growth. He was aware of similar AC investigations by Gaudard & Gibbs in England and by Deri, Blathy and Zipernowski in Hungary. In 1885, in declining health and frustrated at Westinghouse's seeming disinterest in his AC approach, Stanley moved to Gt. Barrington where he had visited as a child.

Still under contract to Westinghouse, he set up a lab in an abandoned rubberwear factory (now gone). He borrowed a Siemens AC generator from Westinghouse and constructed about 18 transformers. In the experiment, he stepped up from 100 to 500V for transmission to participating stores and businesses, then stepped back down to 100V. Stanley tested the equipment and had a public demonstration on Mar. 20, 1886, on Gt. Barrington's Main St. Westinghouse witnessed the operation in April and within a year had AC equipment in manufacture.

The Gt. Barrington experiment marked both the first commercial use of AC and the first “battle of the currents.” A few months earlier, a DC system was installed in a mansion (Searles Castle, now a private school) then under construction, and lines were run to several Main St. stores. Viewers walked up and down the street comparing the two lighting systems for brilliance.

Stanley remained with Westinghouse until 1890, when he established an electrical manufacturing business in Pittsfield. This firm, which made SKC [Stanley, Kelley, & Chesney] transformers, merged with General Incandescent Arc Light Co. in 1903 to become the Stanley G.I. Mfg. Co., later absorbed by General Electric. One building in Pittsfield's huge GE complex today still bears the Stanley emblem.

While remaining a consultant to his electrical firm, Stanley in 1895 established in Gt. Barrington a new venture, Stanley Instrument Co., which made watt-hour meters and other electrical equipment. This factory was closed in the early 20th C after losing a long patent battle to Westinghouse.

In 1893 Stanley's lab set up one of the first polyphase power transmission stations at a power station on the Housatonic R. for Monument Mills. Several MM buildings survive today. A 1903 power station, upriver from the MM site and originally equipped with Stanley products, has been restored to operation in recent years.

With the forced closing of the watt-meter plant, Stanley found a practical use for his investigations into immersion welding and brought out a vacuum bottle (an all-metal type of thermos still manufactured today by Aladdin). This SuperVac was made in Gt. Barrington until 1933, when a successor company moved to Conn. The enameling building from the Stanley plant remains in use by Berkshire Paper Co.

A major exhibit has been mounted by the Berkshire Museum and another exhibit is in the Mason Library in Gt. Barrington. BCHS and IEEE sponsored a dinner at the Stanley Club in Pittsfield with guest speaker Thomas P. Hughes, whose 1983 Networks of Power: Electrification in Western Society 1880-1930 describes Stanley's work. Another celebratory dinner was held by GBHS at Brookside, the former Stanley estate, and a local radio dramatization based on Stanley's own words was broadcast. Publications include a special issue of the GBHS Newsletter, a historical booklet (see “Letters” in this issue), a souvenir newspaper supplement in The Berkshire Courier, a commemorative poster, and a cacheted postal envelope. Finally, there was an official proclamation by the Mass. governor.

B.A.D.

RR Documents Endangered

WHITE URGES, 'SAVE ICC RECORDS'

The following important letter from John H. White, Jr., Curator of the Div. of Transportation, National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution, Wash. D.C. 20560, is reprinted from The Lexington Quarterly of the Lexington Group in Transportation History. Ed.

We are all aware, at least vaguely, of the Interstate Commerce Commission Valuation Records project conducted 1915-21, yet I think few historians appreciate the value of this material.

Recently I learned that the field notes and other original papers are still in the hands of the ICC. The agency may soon disappear and the National Archives has shown rather little interest in taking over the material. I fear it may be dumped. It now is stored at the Federal Records Center in Suitland, Maryland (suburban Washington). Space is an ever-present problem at this facility and I am sure they would be only too happy to dispose of this mountain of old papers. The Reagan Administration is pushing the paper elimination program.

A first hand inspection has convinced me that it is far more than just old paper. It is, perhaps, the finest single collection available on the American railroad system. And they are more than lists. There are thousands of photographs, measured sketches and track plans. The depth and breadth of information available is simply amazing. The collection covers the entire American railroad network and records the system in every conceivable way. Nothing has been overlooked, from land to finances to traffic to rolling stock to bridges, stations, roundhouses, tracks, signals, telegraphs—in short, everything.

Some of the data dates well before the 1915-21 period for some of the financial materials go back to the origins of the earliest corporations. Many of the buildings, locomotives, cars and bridges date well before 1915. There is something for every American historian interested in the past of American railroading. Business, economic, technical, and architectural historians would find an abundance of source material in these files.

The richness of the collection is unquestioned. That is the good news. The bad news is that it is very massive. One estimate claims 11,000 linear feet. Another counts 2,200 boxes just for the field notes. One could hardly expect the record for so gigantic a system to occupy only a few file drawers. I have heard rumors that the Archives wants to cut it by 90%. No matter how selective a process is devised, I can only believe that such a draconian reduction would discard the body of the collection.

I hope the Archives can be persuaded to accept and keep this collection. Your letters and those from other scholars and leaders in the field of history would do much to assure the safety of this valuable material. I urge you (and your friends) to write to Kenneth F. Rossman, Director of the Records Appraisal & Disposition Office, National Archives, Wash. D.C. 20408.

John H. White, Jr.
INSIDE LIBERTY'S PHYSIQUE. A special conference on Sept. 22-24 in New York City, "Statue of Liberty—Today for Tomorrow," will take a unique historical/technological look at the monument and its restoration. Sponsored by the Nat'l Assn. of Corrosion Engineers and the Nat'l Park Service, the conference will review the 19th-C French metallurgy and technology that determined how the statue would be built and materials to be used. Sessions will feature the new design aspects of the restoration project, and the corrosion problems of the statue and their solutions. A final session will cover particular construction/restoration projects such as skin repair, replacement of the torch and flames, armature replacement, coatings removal and cleaning, and scaffolding and rigging. Info.: NACE, P.O. Box 218340, Houston TX 77218 (713-492-0535).

An ASCE designated International Historic Civil Engineering Landmark, the Statue is featured in the 1986 Am. Society of Civil Engineers' Centennial Calendar. Info.: ASCE, Herb Hands, 345 E. 47th St., NY NY 10017 (212-705-7671).

ROEBLING MEMORIAL. A $250,000 bronze memorial to the Roebling family is slated for an empty pedestal now overlooking the Brooklyn Hts. Esplanade where planners in 1944 had envisioned a statue at the site near the former home of Washington and Emily Roebling, several blocks south of the Brooklyn Bridge. Recently a wax model of the proposed sculpture was chosen in a competition conducted by the Brooklyn Hts. Assn. According to The New York Times, the artist Marisol's "9-foot-tall model portrays a realistic image of a mostly imaginary event commemorating the completion of the bridge [1883]; the Roeblings standing in a carriage, suggested by a platform and two wheels, with John A. Roebling...pointing toward" the bridge.

"THE TECHNOLOGY OF HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE" is the theme of a Summer Institute (July 28-Aug. 22) at the Princeton School of Architecture that will explore the application of modern engineering analysis to amplify traditional historical study. Led by Robert Mark, professor of architecture & civil engineering, the NEH-supported program of lectures, seminars, and research will focus both on the engineering approaches and on how the findings alter the historical perceptions of pre-industrial architecture. Info.: Cynthia Winkelman, NEH Summer Inst., School of Architecture, Princeton U., Princeton NJ 08544.

AC'S GARVEY RETIRES. Robert R. Garvey, Jr., executive director of the Advisory Council on Hist. Pres. since 1967, retired in March, following 22 years of Federal service. He has been the AC's only ex. dir. since its creation in 1966. From 1960 to 1967 Garvey was ex. dir. of the National Trust for Hist. Pres. and was an important contributor to With Heritage So Rich, the seminal study that resulted in the passage of the 1966 Nat'l Hist. Pres. Act.

"IA IN THE SOUTHEAST" was the subject of a special symposium sponsored by the Southeastern Archaeological Conference, Nov. 7-9, 1985, in Birmingham, Ala. It was the first IA effort in SAC's 20-year history. Papers included "The Central of Ga. Train Shed [Savannah]; Continuity Buried," by Lawrence E. Babits (Armstrong St. Coll., Savannah); "Investigations of Willink's Marine Rwy., Savannah," by Julie A. Barnes (Armstrong S.C.); "The Succession of Hydraulic Power Installations at a Rural [Putnam County] Ga. Cistern: Technology & Environment," by R. Bruce Council (Univ. of Tenn., Chattanooga); "Innovation & Change in the Southern Iron Industry: An Example from Chattanooga, Tenn.," by Nicholas Honerkamp (Univ. of Tenn., Chattanooga); "A Survey of Cultural Resources Pertaining to Tennessee's Western Highland Rim Iron Industry, c1795-1940," by Samuel D. Smith (Tenn. Div. of Archaeology); and "The Industrial Archeology of Antebellum Ala.: Steam-Powered Coal Mining in a Slave Labor Regime [o. central Ala.]," by Jack Bergstresser (Auburn Univ.). For further info. on the symposium and Southeastern IA, contact R. Bruce Council, Jeffrey L. Brown Institute of Archaeology, Univ. of Tenn. at Chattanooga, 615 McCallie Ave., Chattanooga TN 37403 (615-755-4325). The Brown Institute at the Univ. of Tenn. memorializes the life and IA work of the late Jeffrey L. Brown, SIA board member. Ed.

AVAILABLE

HISTORIC DUPONT PHOTO GUIDE. Copies are still available of Corporate Images: Photography at the Du Pont Company—1865-1972, catalog for the exhibit two years ago of historic Du Pont photos from the Hagley Museum collection. Send $5 to Hagley Museum Store, P.O. Box 3630, Wilmington DE 19897. A similar volume is being prepared on Hagley's iron- and steel-related photos, prints, and drawings.

1986 STEAM RR CALENDAR. "Whistle on the Wind," is available for $6 ppd. from the Mid-Continent Rwy. Museum, P.O. Box 55, North Freedom WI 53951. Each month features an 8x12-in. recent or historic b/w photo of steam-engine operations.

NEW PUBLIC WORKS BOOK AWARD. If you're planning to publish a book on a public works subject this year, act. Such works published in 1986 will be eligible for a $1,000 award from the Public Works Historical Society. This new award has been established to encourage historical research and publication on the development of public works structures, facilities, technologies, and services that have played a significant role in the transformation of modern society. The Abel Wolman Award, named for one of the 20th-century's leading public works figures, will be presented to the author making the most outstanding contribution to public works history.

Authors or publishers may submit a book for consideration. Historical publications on water resources, transportation, public buildings and grounds, or public works equipment will be eligible. Submission deadline is Feb. 15, 1987. Applications and details from PWHS, 1313 E. 60th St., Chicago IL 60637 (312-667-2200).
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PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST

A SUPPLEMENT TO VOL. 15 NO. 1 1986

Compiled by Sandra L. Norman, Slater Mill Historic Site and Marguerite A. Darroch & Robert M. Vogel, National Museum of American History

GENERAL SUBJECTS

CATALUNYA, LA FABRICA D'ESPAÑA. UN SIGLO DE INDUSTRIALIZACION CATALANA, 1833-1936. Ajuntament de Barcelona (Servei d'Exposicions, Palau de la Virreina, Rambla, 99, Barcelona 08002, Spain), 1985. 201 pp., illus., maps. 4,000 pesetas ($630 post-paid). Handsome and well-illustrated catalogue of an exhibition celebrating a century of industrialization in Catalonia, the "workshop" of Spain. Essays on traditional mfrs., formation of modern industry, social transformation of the working class, much on textile industry, steam power, and IA in art, Spanish-style. In Spanish; Olé!

Ronald W. Clark, WORKS OF MAN. Viking (NY), 1985. 352 pp., illus., $24.95. Comprehensive history of technological innovation and engineering achievement from prehistoric to modern times, chronicling human events to disarm and exploit nature's forces. Offers lucid, often surprising proof of the inextricable links between technological and social history.


THE FEDERAL ENGINEER: DAMEITES TO MISSILE SITES--A HISTORY OF THE OHIO DISTRICT OF THE U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, N.P. N.D. (Omaha, NE, 1985?) 279 pp., illus. The work of the District during its first 50 years, both civil and military. The District covers much of the northern Midwest, Montana to Indiana; Colorado to the Canadian border. Many large earthfill dams, flood-control, missile complexes, and the like. Impressive volume of work. Wonder who wrote it?

Elliot J. Feldman, CONCORDE AND DISSENT: EXPLAINING HIGH TECHNOLOGY PROJECT FAILURES IN BRITAIN AND FRANCE. Cambridge U. Pr. (32 East 57th St., NYC 10022), 1985. 207 pp., illus. $34.50. Instead of comparing British and French technological expertise, the author blames the failure of certain projects on political instability.

D. Fraser (ed.), MUNICIPAL REFORM AND THE INDUSTRIAL CITY. St. Martin (175 Fifth Ave., NY, 10010), 1982 $32.50.

Robert Friedel & Paul Israel, EDISON'S ELECTRIC LIGHT: BIOGRAPHY OF AN INVENTION. Rutgers U. Pr. (Distr. Center, Box 4809 Hampden St., Baltimore, MD 21211), 1983. 256 pp., illus. $27.95. "... happy balance between style of writing and preservation accessible to the general reader and the professional demands of professional scholarship... generous profusion of drawings from the laboratory notebooks: the significance of nonverbal thinking in the inventive process could not be better documented."


Edgar Jones, INDUSTRIAL ARCHITECTURE IN BRITAIN, 1750-1939. Batsford (4 Bakers Mews, London W1 1DD), 1985. 240 pp., 114 illus. $25. Architectural history discovers industrial structures: this is the story of the "gradual admission of factories & warehouses to the circle of arch. respectability." Welcome to the world of IA. Mr. J.

Naomi Lamoreaux, THE GREAT MERGER MOVEMENT IN AMERICAN BUSINESS, 1895-1904. Cambridge U. Pr. (32 E. 57th St., NYC 10022), 1985. 208 pp., illus. $29.95. The 1800 firms absorbed by mergers, more than 70% of the markets in which they operated, and the particular historical combination of circumstances that caused them.

Benjamin Lawless, WORKING WITH WORKING MODELS. In American Heritage of Invention and Technology, Fall 1985, pp. 10-17. A look at patent models from the patent examiner's point of view.


William B. Meyer, THE LONG AGONY OF THE GREAT BORE. In American Heritage of Invention and Technology, Fall 1985, pp. 52-57. The digging of the four-and-a-half mile Hoosac Tunnel in NW Massachusetts, 1853-1876.

Henry Petroski, TO ENGINEER IS HUMAN: THE ROLE OF FAILURE IN SUCCESSFUL DESIGN. St. Martin's Press, 1985. Drawing on examples from large structures to such commonplace items as paper clips and cutlery, without jargon explains the basic precepts of design, noting that the occasional failure is an unavoidable element of the broad process.


Published by the Society for Industrial Archeology

Editor: Robert M. Frame III

Room 5020 National Museum of American History Washington, DC 20560
published between 1940 and 1989, selective in the topics it covers, it points out the very good and the very bad.


SIXTY INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES IN SCOTLAND. Assn. for Industrial Archaeology in conjunction with the Scottish Industrial Heritage Soc. (Dept. of Technology, National Museum of Scotland, Chambers St., Edinburgh E11 LIP), 1985. 28 pp., illus. Good selection of key sites countrywide and WA-wide: bridges, railway structures, quarries, textiles, water mills, a gas works, etc.


TM FROM SHAPES TO WIREs: HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON ELECTRIFICATION. In Journal of Economic History 43:2 (June 1983).

MISC. INDUSTRIES


Robert Adley, TO CHINA FOR STEAM, Sterling Publ. Co. (2 Park Ave., NYC 10016), 1984. 153 pp., illus. $24.95. China? To be sure. Not only are 70% of China's locomotives steam—a consequence of coal and little oil—but they are actually building them, surely the sole remaining place in the world where this is so. It's not clear from a brief review whether this work, which is largely photographic, contains views of the locomotive works or only action shots along the line, but whichever, it is recommended.

Ira J. Bach & Susan Wolfson, A GUIDE TO CHICAGO'S TRAIN STATIONS PAST & PRESENT. Swallow, 1985. About 300 pp., 100 illus. $32.95.


John H. White, JR., ONCE THE GREATEST OF BUILDERS: THE NORRIS LOCOMOTIVE WORKS. (Reprint from) Railroad History 159, Spring 1984. (Avail. the author, Rm. 5010, NMAH, Smithsonian Instn., Wash., D.C. 20560). 69 pp., illus. $3.00. White's usual accurate and readable account of an important early works, featuring facsimile reproduction of the description of Norris' in the Oct. 1855 United States Magazine, in which all aspects of the plant are laid bare in exquisite detail, including many woodcuts of the main departments and the individual machine tools. Concludes with a detailed listing of Norris' products.

The following doctoral dissertations and masters' theses have been published by the Ayer Co., Box 958, Salem, NH 03079:

Hobart C. Carr, EARLY HISTORY OF IOWA RAILROADS (master's) State of Iowa, 1938. $15.00. From the end of the covered wagon era to the beginning of airlines, a study of the development of railroad in Iowa.

Waldo Crippen, THE KANSAS PACIFIC RAILROAD: A CROSS SECTION OF AN AGE OF RAILROAD BUILDING. (master's), U. of Chicago, 1932. 1981. $12.00. Not only the construction of the railroad, but also the violent politics, the controversies, and Jay Gould.

Thanaz Emilia Dufva, TRANSCONTINENTAL RAILROAD LEGISLATION, 1835-1862 (master's), U. of North Dakota, 1933. 1981. $18.00. Congressional legislation that led to the use of public lands for the transcontinental railroad.


James Fredric Hamburg, THE INFLUENCE OF RAILROADS UPON THE PROCESSES AND PATTERNS OF SETTLEMENT IN SOUTH DAKOTA (doctoral); U. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1969. 1981. $45. In the great plains, unlike the rest of the country, the railroads were built into unsettled country and the population followed.


Clarence A. Reeder, THE HISTORY OF IOWA'S RAILROADS, 1869-1883 (doctoral); U. of Utah, 1970. 1981. $45. Not only the building of the railroad but the development of the territory as encouraged by the railroad.

OTHER TRANSPORT


Illinois Canal Society. Annual Publications:

John Lamb [SIA], THE CITY OF PEKIN STORY, 1960 $1.50, 10 pp., illus. History of probably the most important canal boat on the Illinois & Michigan Canal.

---------- I & M CANAL LOCKS, 1981. $2.00. 16 pp., illus., map. Particularly Locks 1 & 2; other locks in relation to the canal design for maximum hydraulic-power potential.


---------- THE CHICAGO AND KANKAKEE FORTAGES, A COMPARISON, 1873-1848, 1983. 11 pp., illus., $2.50. Compares two important crossing points connecting Lake Michigan and the Mississippi.

Louis J. Spitznagel, THE ILLINOIS & MICHIGAN CANAL: CANAL OR RAILROAD, 1830-1835, 1984. 18 pp., $1.50. The arguments used by railroad proponents who were defeated by the canal proponents.

Donald W. Griffen, THE MINNEAPOLIS CANAL, COMMERCIAL WATERWAY TO STATE PARK, 1985. $2.00, 36 pp., illus. The history of this late-19th C-canal, the first to use poured concrete for its structures, and the last of the narrow cross-country canals.


G. Livet, ROADS AND TRANSPORT IN PRE-INDUSTRIAL EUROPE. Harvester (Brighton, UK), h5.95. 1982.


David Tew, CANAL INCLINES & LIFTS. Alan Sutton Publ. ltd. (London), 1984. 135 pp., illus. h5.95. (ISBN 0 86299 031 9) The various ways of getting boats between levels other than by locks, and there are quite a few, including some being built today.
SOCIAL & LABOR HISTORY


Robert Asber, CONNECTICUT WORKERS AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE. Center for Oral History (Univ. of CT, Storrs 06268) 1983. 100 pp., illus. Comprehensive coverage of Connecticut's many industries from the worker's viewpoint. Based on oral history interviews with workers today, looking back to 1930 and change since then in more than a dozen industries.


N. Cruikshank, CHILDREN AND INDUSTRY: CHILD HEALT H & WELFARE IN THE UK TEXTILE TOWNS DURING THE 19TH CENTURY. Manchester U. Pr. (Manchester, UK), £18.00.


Wolfgang Kleber, LABOR FORCE CHANGE IN GERMANY SINCE 1800: A LIFE CYCLE PERSPECTIVE. In Explorations in Economic History, Jan. 1985, pp. 97-126. Long-run changes in structure of employment in Germany since late 19th C.


Jan Weather, UNIONS AND POLITICS IN MEXICO: THE CASE OF THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY. Cambridge U. Pr. (12 E. 57th St., NYC 10022), 1984. 209 pp., illus., $39.50. The role of unions in Mexico and how and by whom they are controlled, using the industrial militancy of the 1970s and the automobile industry as the model.

John Smart & John Griffiths, COVERING UP. The Science Museum, London (Avail.: Henzil Assoc., 9730 S. George Palmer Hwy., Lanham, MD 20706), 1982. 24 pp. illus. $4.00. Full-color cata­ logue of superb exhibit of work clothing, particularly of the protective type needed for extremes of heat, cold, chemicals, etc. Some earlier 19th-C examples shown, and the 20th-C outfits are going rapidly "out of style" as the industries disappear. A longer, hardback version entitled CLOTHES FOR THE 30S (1984) is available @ $11.50.


BIBLIOGRAPHIC NOTES

INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY. Vol. 1 to Vol. 11, Ro. 3. 43 issues in all, plus "Craig & Donald" supplement. 1964-74. £100.00. From The Book House, Grey Garth, Ravenstonedale, Kirkby Stephen, Cumbria, UK CA17 4EQ. Also, old single issues usually available. Librarians please note: another 10-vol. set may be available. This is the old original serial in the field, with a complicated publishing history, to wit: Lambarde Press, David & Charles, Bratron Publishing, and West of England Press, to 1974. Three years later irregular issues appeared from another house; Graphisme. This run includes up through the Bratron issues, Vol. 11, no. 2, plus one of the two supplements. Indexed.

INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY REVIEW. Vols. 1-6, 1976-82, 10 issues. £18.00 from The Book House (see above). This is the academic successor to INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY [above] now published by Oxford U. Pr. for the Assn. for Industrial Archaeology. Our British cousins' version of our JA.

Availability update: The volume of proceedings for the 4th TICCIH conference held in France in 1981 and published in 1985 is available from Scientific & Medical Publications of France, 16 E. 34th St., 7th Floor, NYC 10016. (212) 682-4411. TICCIH's OFFICIAL JOURNAL LA MISE EN VALEUR DU PATRIMOINE INDUSTRIEL, Published by Centre National de Recherche Scientifique. No price information given.

A NOTE ON (IN)CONSISTENCY. You will have noticed that the citations in Ps. of 1. vary widely in their coverage, extent of commentary, information on pricing, location of publishers, and in all other possible ways. This is due to many causes and we hope is not troubling to our readers. As noted many times earlier, we obtain our entries from an astonishing number of sources that, too, vary widely. These range from very complete notations in publishers' catalogs on down to scrawlings on the walls of public conveniences. On occasion we actually do see the book or article itself and the commentary is first-hand; sometimes we are quoting a review; sometimes the notations are based solely on rumor; sometimes we set down the not disinterested musings from a dust jacket. You can have no way of knowing. Every so often we receive an order for a book cited. Except for the SIA's own publications—which always are clearly identified—we do not provide such service. In short, it is our intention to provide evidence of all publications of which we are aware that bear more or less directly on industrial archaeology and its immediately related fields of interest. We set down all information on each that comes to hand but cannot, regretfully, go to very great lengths to fill in gaps.
BAKING INDUSTRY LANDMARK LOST

We've always heard about ships' biscuit, but where did it come from? A lot of biscuit probably emerged from the dark cellar of 108 Sansom St. (formerly Norris Alley), Phila., where a great brick oven was discovered. No. 108 was one of the twin James McCrea Houses erected in 1798 and, until 1984, stood at the east entrance to Independence Nat'l Historical Park, where the two made a highly visible introduction to the historic area and an important element of the streetscape.

It was known that commercial baking had been carried on in 108's cellar oven for nearly 300 years, and so Charles E. Peterson [SIA], having become involved with the project, thought that the houses should be recognized as industry landmarks. He was astonished to discover that neither SIA nor anyone else had ever recognized commercial baking as an industry, although some research had been done in classical archeology. "There is lots of material on it," says Peterson. "For instance, Robert Morris's industrial town (built around the iron rolling mill called 'The Delaware Works' in the 1780s and renamed 'Morrisville' after the new proprietor in the 1790s) had a bakery as well as a sawmill, snuff mill, and brewery. There was the mill near Providence Forge in New Kent County, Va. (before the Revolution referred to as 'Kennon's on Coleman Creek') with a large brick building which served as a bakery and furnished supplies to ships in the James River."

Peterson rightly observed that baking was essential to Phila.'s maritime industry, supplying needed bread and biscuit, as well as to the grain and milling industries of the surrounding counties. While a preservation battle swirled around the houses, Peterson contacted the Senior Director of Public Relations of Nabisco Brands, Inc., at Parsippany, N.J., with the proposal that they develop the site as a national landmark. This they took under advisement in the highest echelon but ultimately failed to embrace the idea. Their decision came too late to approach another baking company. [Nabisco, Inc., owns and operates the pristine 1927 Cream of Wheat plant toured during the 1983 Annual Conf. in Minneapolis, and their PR dept. was responsible for granting the SIA's unique visit. Ed.]

Legal efforts to halt demolition failed. The houses were photographed and HABS drawings made in 1983-84. In late 1984 they were torn down for make room for ten parking spaces. The HABS history was completed in 1985 by Ellen Miller.

James McCrea House cellar and bake-oven: plans, elevation, and section. James S. Collins drawing for HABS.

MINNESOTA MILL REHAB

A $40-million project is rehabbing two flour-mills and a grain elevator (above) in Minneapolis's St. Anthony Falls Hist. Dist. [NR]. Visible are the 1880 Crown Mill (L), burned in 1983; the tall, million-bushel 1908 Consolidated Elev. "A" (R); and the 1879 Standard Mill (C). A striking view (left) from the elevator into the roofless Standard Mill reveals its wood framework. It will be a luxury hotel. The elevator will be a theater, keeping its massive brick walls windowless and unbroken. HAER level 2 documentation was done by Jeffrey A. Hess [SIA]. No firm plans yet for the Crown. R. Frame photographs.

CLEVELAND CONFERENCE UPDATE

Confirmed Cleveland tour sites for the SIA's 15th Annual Conf. (June 12-15) now include the Pennsylvania RR Ore Dock, with its Hulett unloaders; General Electric's Euclid Lamp Plant, mfr. of specialty light bulbs; LTV Steel's 80-in. hot strip mill; and the Joseph & Feiss Co., mfrs. of Geoffrey Beene/Cricketeer garments. Sunday tours of Akron include the giant Goodyear Air Dock, and Quaker Square, where grain silos were converted to a Hilton Hotel in one of the nation's first adaptive-use projects.

United Airlines has been appointed Official Conf. Airline, offering 30% off normal coach (Y) fare, or a 5% reduction on the lowest applicable fare for which you qualify. Reservations and tickets must be purchased through Lydon & Assoc., Inc. (800-331-2428, or 216-861-7175 in Ohio).

Hulett unloader, installed 1911, at Lake Shore Dock, Ashtabula. In June, Ashtabula's new Marine Museum (1071 Walnut Blvd.) will have a large Hulett model on display. Western Reserve Hist. Soc. photograph.
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EXHIBITS

LOWELL BOARDINGHOUSE EXHIBIT PLANNED. The Lowell Nat'l Historical Park is seeking assistance in preparing an exhibit in a boardinghouse which was built in 1835 to house operatives of the Boott Mills, one of Lowell's early cotton mills. It housed about 25 "mill girls" recruited from New England farms. The exterior restoration is complete and the acquisition process has begun for furnishing the interior, to be interpreted at about 1850. Extant boardinghouse inventories are guiding the search, but the Nat'l Park Service still needs to acquire a wide variety of household furnishings to locate items that could serve as models for reproductions. Also needed are personal effects and clothing reflecting both the simple and out-of-date items the girls brought from the farms, and the more sophisticated articles purchased in town. The exhibit is scheduled to open in 1987. For a list of needed items contact Park Curator Andrew Chamberlain, LNHP, 169 Merrimack St., Lowell MA 01852 (617-459-1027).

"CHARLES SCHWAB: MAN OF INDUSTRY, MAN OF CULTURE" opened in January at the Canal Museum, Center for Canal History & Technology, Easton, Pa. Schwab (1862-1939), working under Andrew Carnegie, became the first president of U.S. Steel. Not content with his role there, he took the helm at Bethlehem Steel and transformed it into an industrial giant. The exhibit features materials from Bethlehem Steel's Schwab Memorial Library and is accompanied by a lecture series and guide booklet.

"AT HOME ON THE ROAD: AUTOCAMPING, MOTELS, AND THE REDISCOVERY OF AMERICA" was organized by the Div. of Transportation at the Nat'l Museum of American History, Smithsonian Inst., Wash. D.C., where it is open through Aug. 1986. It portrays changes in tourist travel from 1870 to the present, showing travel systems, tourists' activities and tourist travel trappings—highway route markers, motel furnishings, rail travel period setting, and the like.

"PERFECT IN HER PLACE: WOMEN AT WORK IN INDUSTRIAL AMERICA," opened in Feb. at the American Labor Museum, Haledon, N.J., and runs through July 5.

"GEARS & WHEELS: TRANSPORTATION & INDUSTRY IN THE ANTHRACITE REGION" is the Scranton Anthracite Museum's new 20,000-sq.-ft. exhibit tracing transportation developments from Indian footpaths and river travel to turnpikes, canals, railroads, and highways. These are related to the exploitation of human and natural resources, with emphasis on two major regional industries, coal and textiles.

The mining unit includes major pieces never before displayed, such as an Ingersoll Rand undercutter and a silver-plated Mine Rescue first aid competition trophy. On display is the 1889 Thomson-Houston electric mine locomotive (the 2nd underground mine locomotive put in operation) used at Mayfield, north of Scranton, and acquired from the Henry Ford Museum. While coal was king, the silk and lace industries were the area's second largest employers. The machinery in the exhibit shows the full manufacturing process, from cocoon to finished product.

Open through 1986, the exhibit was designed and built through the Pa. Conservation Corps, a training program for 18- to 21-year-olds with no previous training or job experience. Staff and interns supplemented the PCC program in building panels and platforms, photography, silkscreening, and mounting. Info.: Scranton Anthracite Museum, RD 1 Bald Mt. Rd., Scranton PA 18504.

D.L.S.

& ON A RELATED NOTE... The Exhibit File is a newsletter aimed at more effective exhibit production, including, for example, display systems, new books, and exhibit-related organizations. $12/yr. Info.: J.P. Harrington & Assoc., 1117 Talleyrand Rd., West Chester PA 19382 (215-399-1280)

WANTED

CAST-IRON FIRE TOWER info. is needed for project to restore the 1856 Mt. Morris [now Marcus Garvey] Park Fire Watch Tower in Harlem, N.Y.C. The 45-ft. cast-iron tower, last remaining of three erected in Manhattan, stands on a 75-ft. hill. The engineer, Julius Kroehl, underbid James Bogardus for the work but followed the design that Bogardus had used in the other two. Similar structures reportedly were used for shot towers and lighthouses. Are there any other cast-iron towers extant anywhere? Need historic photos, drawings, or any other documentation of like towers. Contact Gregory Dreicer, 722-10th Ave., Apt. 5-C, NY NY 10017 (212-757-6698 or 718-939-6700).

VIDEO DISC SLIDE COLLECTION. Do you have a personal collection of non-copyrighted 35mm color slides in a particular research area? Would you like to see your collection and those of others put on a videodisc so that you will have an immediately accessible archive of 20,000 to 50,000 images for teaching or research? A study is under way to determine the feasibility of a project that would make use of the expertise of those in various areas of material culture by putting on videodisc some 100-200 color slides from personal collections. Each collection would be accompanied by a brief commentary on the significance and potential use of the images. This collection would be available to researchers and teachers. Payment for these contributions to the project might be a copy of the disc. If interested in the application of videodisc technology to material culture studies, contact Paul Douglas, English Dept., Towson St. Univ., Baltimore MD 21204 (301-321-2943).
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OLDEST IN-SERVICE METAL BRIDGES? Victor Darnell [SIA and author of the SIA-published Directory of American Bridge-Building Cos.] submits the above photo of one of three surviving metal truss spans in Villanova, Pa., across the ex-PRR tracks. Still carrying cars and trucks daily, they reportedly were built between 1851 and 1861 (pre-Civil War and only a decade or so after Howe’s first composite spans!) for service on the PRR mainline. When they became too light for RR loadings they were moved, to become overgrade spans for local road traffic. Notes Darnell, “They get only a passing mention, if that, in bridge histories.”

NPS SPRINGFIELD ARMORY PROJECT. A two-year history of the Springfield [Mass.] Armory [NHL] has been undertaken for the National Park Service by Michael Raber, Carolyn Cooper, Pat Malone, and Robert Gordon [all SIA]. Although aspects of the armory’s history have been covered, there is no comprehensive account from its 1795 founding through the 1968 closing. In this project, the evolution of manufacturing technology will be related to the physical plant, the surrounding community, and private industry, along with changes in management and labor relations.

NAT’L ROAD 1918 SEGMENT ON NR. A brick-paved portion of the old Nat’l Road in Guernsey Co., Ohio, has been added to the Nat’l Register. The historic stretch, now known as Peacock Rd., follows the Nat’l Road’s 1828 right-of-way for six-tenths of a mile. In 1918, as part of an effort to accelerate WWI transportation, five miles of the original road were paved with brick. The Peacock Rd. segment was edged with a concave brick curb to protect travelers from an unusually sharp curve on a steep hill and is believed to be the only such curb remaining on any Nat’l Road portion in Ohio (or elsewhere?). It was nominated to the NR as an unusual example of 20th-C road-building technology.

MAJOR NEW NOVA SCOTIA MUSEUM. Plans are under way to construct a $9.6 million, 50,000-sq.-ft. Nova Scotia Transportation & Industrial Museum near the historic Cornish Pump House in Stellarton, a site once thought doomed. The location along the Trans Canada Highway is special in more ways than one. Not far from the pump house was made the first trip by British North America’s first steam operated railway, and in the Stellarton mine shops the first cast-iron rails were made for the first standard-gauge railway in British N.A. In Trenton the first steel manufactured in Canada was poured. The museum will be the 24th and final facility of the N.S. Museum system, whose board will administer and operate it. Funds will come from the federal and provincial governments and private donation.
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DC TRACKS PAVED OVER. The Dist. of Columbia’s last remaining side-by-side example of two different streetcar tracks was paved over at the end of last year as one more part of America’s endless effort since the 1950s to obliterate all evidence of rails in the streets. Of the two sets, one had a center slot for underground electric third rail while the other, with two rails, was meant for a conventional overhead trolley system. They were located at the bus loop at the east end of the Duke Ellington (Calvert St.) Bridge on the No. 92 line.

Washington Post

REMEMBERING SOLID WASTE. The solid-waste sanitary landfill at Fresno, Calif., turned 50 last summer. No other landfill in the U.S. has served longer. According to the Am. Public Works Assn., sanitary landfills originated in Gt. Britain in the 1920s and were first used in the U.S. in the 1930s, in N.Y.C. and Fresno, with the former long since closed. Previously, most municipal garbage and other wastes were either dumped or burned in the open. Maintaining its avant-garde position, Fresno plans to close its historic site and contract with a private firm to generate electrical energy by tapping the methane gas in the fill. Future waste will be sent to a new landfill.

APWA Reporter

OLDEST TRUSS STAYS IN STOCKBRIDGE

Butler Bridge in Stockbridge, Mass., the oldest surviving metal truss bridge in Berkshire Co., will stay, thanks to local approval of $15,900 for restoration design work. Determined to maintain Stockbridge’s historic character, Selectmen rejected a bridge replacement offer from the Mass. Dept. of Public Works. Designed by George S. Morison (1842-1903) of Morison, Field & Co., the 88-ft. pinned half-deck Pratt bedstead truss was built in 1881-82. It crosses the Housatonic R., providing access to an estate which eventually will house the new Norman Rockwell Museum. It’s quality if not quantity in Berkshire Co., where the dwindling count of trusses also includes three Charles H. Ball iron-pipe “tubular” bridges [SIA/N Sept. 1977, p. 2], and three lenticular “pumpkinseed” trusses of the Berlin Iron Bridge Co. [IA 5(1979):69].

B.A.D.
LETTERS

Editor:

I am writing in regard to a brief mention in the “IA Anniversaries in 1985” column [SIA 14(1985)2:8] about inventor William Stanley. I am particularly interested in him as he conducted his transformer experiments in Gt. Barrington, Mass., a short distance from where I now live.

I believe the entry to be in error, as Stanley didn’t actually invent the AC transformer; rather, he was the first to demonstrate its capability. More of the story appears in William Stanley: Lighted a Town and Powered an Industry which I recently wrote with Gerard Chapman.

Even Stanley himself admitted, a few years after his experiment, that work going on simultaneously in Hungary would likely have led to the development of AC transformers.

One interesting aspect of the Stanley experiment in March 1886 is that just a month before, an Edison DC system was installed in a mansion then under construction. This was, in fact, the first skirmish in the battle of the currents. When Stanley’s system was in operation, people would walk up and down the streets, admiring the lights and commenting on which—Stanley’s or Edison’s—they thought the brighter.

Bernard A. Drew
Managing Editor, The Berkshire Courier
Great Barrington, Mass.

William Stanley by Drew & Chapman is available for $3.50 as a special issue of Berkshire History, Fall 1985, from the Berkshire Co. Historical Society, 780 Holmes Rd., Pittsfield MA 01201. See article in this issue about the William Stanley centennial celebration. Ed.

NEWS OF MEMBERS

Brenda Barrett, who serves as SIA Honorary Counsel and is a former SIA national secretary, has been appointed Director of the Bureau of Historic Sites & Museums at the Pennsylvania Historical & Museum Commission in Harrisburg. She will have jurisdiction over 27 sites and museums, including locomotives, blast furnaces, sailing ships, battlefields, and oil rigs. Donna L. Williams was appointed director for the PHMC’s Bureau for Historic Preservation with National Register program oversight.

Now resigned from his position at HAER, Donald C. Jackson has been enjoying the fruits of a Smithsonian Fellowship at the National Museum of American History, working on his Ph.D. dissertation for the Univ. of Penn. His topic concerns the history of water in the West and the development of the multiple-arch dam. Jackson reports that he is interested in, and available for, consulting work on historical projects, especially those related to engineering and technology, particularly bridges and dams.

FALL TOUR ’86

Headquartered in Mystic, Conn., and hosted by the Southern New England Chapter, the Fall Tour will be Oct. 3-5. The theme is 350 years of maritime New England history and will feature IA sites in southeastern Conn. and neighboring coastal Rhode Island. Organizational work is largely by SNEC members in the Conn. Hist. Commn. and the R.I. Dept. of Environmental Management.

SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER (SNEC) travelled to New Bedford, Mass., for their 1985 spring meeting. The day began at the historic Zeiterion Theater, an ornately decorated vaudeville theater constructed in 1923 and restored in 1982-83 under the aegis of the Waterfront Historic Area League (WHALE). After a business meeting held on the Zeiterion stage, former WHALE agent and now Mayor John K.bullard gave a lively introduction to the “Revitalization of New Bedford’s Waterfront Historic District” with slides and commentary that alternately drew applause and groans from veterans of that process in their own cities. Congratulations are due to John on his recent election.

Next stop for the SNEC group was the New Bedford Whaling Museum for a compelling introduction to the maritime industry that made the city famous. Lunch on the top floor of the museum provided a bird’s-eye view of the still-working harbor and of the New Bedford-Fairhaven Bridge (1896-1903), currently the object of controversial replacement plans. The crossing includes three separate bridge structures. The two outer units are comprised of simple stringer and deck plate-girder spans. The Middle Bridge (1897-98; NR elig.), which crosses the navigation channel between Fish and Pope islands, includes a through-truss swing span flanked by five deck plate-girder approach spans. Distinctive for its decorative ironwork and bulbous finials, the Middle Bridge drawspan is a 289-ft. rim-bearing swing span. Its pinned through-truss arms are linked across the central tower by pinned eyebars; when the bridge is closed, each arm acts as a simple span. The Middle Bridge is the longest of 13 swing span bridges under the Mass. Dept. of Public Works purview, and they have 55 original shop drawings of the structural steel layout.

Because of deteriorated condition and inadequate clearances, it is scheduled for replacement by a double-leaf bascule which, it is hoped, will foster development of the city’s northern harbor. A constituency for the historic bridge has arisen which advocates rehabilitation and continued use of the existing swing span, arguing that the northern harbor has developed significantly since 1978 without benefit of a new bridge. There is also much concern about the economic impact that an 18-mon. bridge closure would have on Pope Island’s business community. If demolition is inevitable, the bridge will be documented to HAER standards.

SNEC members ended the day at the New Bedford Water Works in Rochester where they toured the chateauesque, granite Quitacas Pond Pump House (1899, Charles D. Austin) and, in contrast, the modern filtration plant (1974-77).

On Nov. 9, SNEC held its fall meeting in Rockville, Conn., with the business meeting at the Maxwell Memorial [Rockville Public] Library, a grand neoclassical marble building designed in 1902 by Charles A. Platt. George R. Maxwell was a Rockville mill owner. A walking tour of Rockville mills and associated housing followed, led by historian S. Ardia Abbott.

The Saxony Mill (1836), oldest remaining mill in the city, was toured in the afternoon. Originally a textile mill, it has been renovated for production of expanded polystyrene products. Sid Shane, president of the Plastifoam Corp., led the group through several connected frame buildings while explaining the process whereby expanded polystyrene beads are molded for a variety of uses, including furniture, or polystyrene blocks are cut into specified patterns.

New SNEC officers elected for 1986-87 are Anne Booth, president, and Richard Greenwood, program chairman.

A.B.

More Chapter News on next page
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KLEPETKO CHAPTER ORGANIZED IN MONTANA

On Feb. 22 in Anaconda, 34 Montanans met to organize the first viable (everyone hopes) and only active SIA chapter west of the Mississippi. A now-comatose Calif. effort was the first formal western chapter. Ed.1. At a morning business meeting the charter members chose a chapter name, elected officers, planned future meetings and activities, and viewed several slide presentations. There were tours in the afternoon and an evening dinner and party in Butte.

After reviewing biographies of engineers important to Montana's industrial past, the new chapter's vote went to Frank Klepetko. A noted copper metallurgist, Klepetko (1856-1934) distinguished himself as a designer of copper smelters, including Montana's two premier plants, the Washoe Reduction Works in Anaconda and the Boston & Montana smelter in Great Falls.

Founding officers were elected: Mark Piege [SIA], president; Fred Quivik [SIA], vice president; Dale Martin, sec.-treas.; Mary McCormick, program coordinator; and Arthur Dolman, newsletter editor.

Margie Smith of "Anacondans to Preserve the Stack" gave a slide overview of the giant Anaconda Stack [SIAN, Fall-Winter 1984, 13], the world's largest free-standing masonry structure, which once served the Washoe Reduction Works. It became a state monument this March.

In the afternoon, Rarus Rwy. president John Greene led a tour of the roundhouse and shops at the HQ in Anaconda. Until last year, Rarus—which still carries freight—was the Butte, Anaconda & Pacific, the mine-to-smelter RR of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. With ten original 1893 brick stalls augmented by a 1907 brick addition, the 20-stall roundhouse is among the oldest extant in the West. It still houses locomotive maintenance and storage facilities and the 1896 machine shop still handles major engine work.

Across town, the group toured the c1889-1920 AFFCO Foundry complex (formerly the foundry dept. of Anaconda Copper Mining Co.), led by foreman Gary Costle. Highlights included the foundry building, pattern shop and warehouse, machine shop, ball foundry, and blacksmith shop. Much old equipment remains in use. Later, there was a visit to the Washoe theater, Anaconda's 1930s Art Deco masterpiece, with a historical narrative by owner Henry Lussy.

The evening dinner in Butte featured a slide presentation by Paul Anderson, Montana's leading authority on the state's coal mining history. He contrasted the IA of coal with that of hard-rock mining. The hardest of the new chapter members then attended a party at Fred Quivik's residence.

On Sunday morning the chapter travelled to the Butte Water Co. station on the Big Hole River where water is pumped across the Continental Divide to Butte, 28 miles away. Led by BWCo employee Ed Harvey, the group saw the surviving 1906 steam pump, boiler, and 150-ft. steel stack, all now superseded by electric pumps.

Upcoming chapter activities include tours of RR, coal mining, and agricultural sites in the Billings area and a fall meeting in Missoula to visit RR, hydroelectric, and forest-products sites.

New members are cordially invited to join by sending $5/yr. to Dale Martin, Klepetko Chapter-SIA, P.O. Box 4113, Butte MT 59702. A chapter newsletter is in the works and submissions should be sent to Arthur Dolman, Dept. of History, Northern Montana College, Havre MT 59501.

M.T.F. & D.L.M.

OLIVER EVANS CHAPTER (Phila. area). It has been a busy fall and winter for the chapter, beginning with a tour in Sept. of the Manayunk National Historic District, led by chapter member Philip Scranton [SIA], author of Proprietary Capitalism: The Textile Manufacture at Phila., 1800-85 (N.Y.: Cambridge Univ. Pr., 1984).

Scranton differentiated the Manayunk mills from those of Lowell and Rockdale. Power came from the Manayunk section of the Schuykill Navigation Co., built in 1818. There was a tour of the c1896 Harmony Mill, now Byrne Mfg. Co., which manufacturers upholstery yarn, and a look at the now inoperable lower locks.

In Oct. chapter members visited the Schuykill Canal near Mont Clare, Pa., with tour leader Larry White. The two-mile Mont Clare-Port Providence Reach of the canal, and the Manayunk length noted above, are the last two surviving canal sections. The canal theme was continued in Dec. when OEC hosted Lance Metz [SIA] of the Canal Museum, Easton, Pa., who spoke on "Canals & Economic Development in the U.S." The OEC Annual Dinner in Jan. featured a slide presentation on "The Iconography of Oliver Evans" by Eugene Ferguson [SIA].

ROEBLING. The annual meeting in Jan. featured SIA Fall Tour (Birmingham) slides by Aron Eisenpress and a presentation by Margot Gayle on the restoration of a cast-iron statue in Pottsville, Pa., followed by several historic films. The films included "The Big Little Railroad" (1949, Central NJ RR); a film on NY Central steam locomotives (1942); a semi-promotional film on the Port of N.Y. by the N.Y. Port Authority (1960s); and a 1950s film by the NYC Transit Authority on its subways. Dues were raised from $3 to $5 and officers elected: Thomas Flagg, pres.; Gerry Weinstein, VP; Aron Eisenpress, sec.; and Robert Holton, treas.
Have a meeting, conference, or event of interest to SIA members? Submit announcements to the Editor, SIAN.


May 7-10: Annual Meeting, Vernacular Architectural Forum, Kingston, N.Y., focusing on interpretive, interdisciplinary approaches to vernacular arch. Info.: Neil Larson, Program Chair, Box 164, Stuyvesant NY 12173.

May 20-24: Nat’l Meeting, Canadian Museums Assn., Victoria, B.C.


June 12-15: SIA 15TH ANNUAL CONF., CLEVELAND, OHIO.*

June 13-17: Special session on the successful rehab of historic bridges, as part of the annual meeting of the Transportation Research Board, Wash. D.C. Info: Howard Newton, Jr., VH&TRC, Box 3817, Univ. Sta., Charlottesville VA 22903-0817.


July 24-26: Annual Meeting, Lexington Group in Transportation History, Vancouver, B.C., in conjunction with Expo ‘86, world’s fair with theme “Transportation & Communications,” during Vancouver’s 100th birthday. Info: Don L. Hofsommer, 1010 Zephyr, Plainview TX 79072.


Oct. 2-5: SIA FALL TOUR, MYSTIC, CONN.*


*Find details on this event elsewhere in this issue.

WE’RE DRAGGING OURSELVES KICKING & SCREAMING INTO THE 1980s...

First, it was computer-generated labels and electronic mail (good-bye Addressograph, sigh . . .). Now, in our unending pursuit of better and faster service, we are mailing SIAN direct, hot off the presses and fresh frozen, from Minnesota. This means, however, that we no longer have access to the labor pool of SIA HQ who, for many years, untringly stuffed, licked, and mailed the Society’s communications to you, the membership. We’re also trying a new format: a self-mailing Newsletter. If your copy arrives wet, torn, or otherwise damaged, contact the Wash. DC office for a replacement.

Helena Wright, President & Bob Frame, Editor.